A few Communications about Web-based ZOOS’ PRINT
Dr. Abraham Verghese, Ph.D;
Entomology, IIAR

use it as a means to tell some
colleagues about CBSG.

From: Kevin Johnson
<kevinj@amphibianark.org>

Many thanks, and I hope that the year
is off to a good start for you. Best
wishes,
Bob Lacy, Chair, Conservation Breeding
Specialist Group, IUCN SSC

Thanks for sending me the link to
ZOOS’ Print online. I think it’s a great
initiative to only produce this
newsletter electronically.
Kevin J
Amphibian Ark
From: Harpreet Kaur
<harpreetwarraich04@gmail.com>
Thank you for sending the January
issue. Commendable way of going
green!!!!!!
Harpreet
From: Dr. L.N. Acharjyo,
<Dr.lnavet@yahoo.com>
Thank you for your letter of 12 July
2010 giving enough reasons to stop
paper print publication of Zoos’ Print
Magazine from January, 2011 issue and
Zoo Zen from August 2010.
I am a regular reader and occasional
contributor to Zoos’ Print Magazine/
Journal from the very first issue
brought out in January 1986 till date
and preserved all the issues. I am
eagerly waiting to see the last paper
print December issue to be released in
the last week of this month. During the
last 25 years, the ZOO has contributed
immensely for growth and
development of Indian Zoos.
I have opened my e-mail address
(which is given above) so that I will not
be deprived of going through your
popular Zoos’ Print Magazine. I
congratulate one and all members of
ZOO for bringing out the Zoos’ Print
Magazine/Journal regularly just in time
every month for the last 25 years - a
very rare achievement for any
organization.
L. N. Acharjyo
Retd. Zoo Vet
From: Abrahamv Verghese
<avergis@iihr.ernet.in>
Though on line is the in-thing it has its
own hassles depending on the OS one
uses; I have never been successful in
fully accessing the journal [may be my
inadequacy!]. Secondly the current
version brought in viruses . Surely
there is no substitute for a hard copy!
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From: Md Zillur Rahman
<zillur_rahman52@yahoo.com>
Thanks for the last edition of the Zoos’
Print. It was nice to get the lastest
information on wild life through this
magazine. There were news on CBSG
and WAZA. It was really interesting the
conservation of Elephant in Sri Lanka. I
think it is a good idea to send the
magazine through email. Magazine on
net can reduce the cost and at the
same time it can reach the target
people within short period all over the
world. I would like to convey my
thanks to you and your colleagues for
this noble efforts.
Md Zillur Rahman
Bangladesh
From: Bob Lacy
<rlacy@ix.netcom.com>
Dear Sally and Sanjay and all of ZOO,
I have to confess that I am one of the
people who received this issue of Zoo’s
Print before, but hadn’t even opened it.
I am glad that you did send this
reminder, because now that I did read
it I can only say “Wow”! and thanks.
The issue is an absolutely wonderful
overview of CBSG, CBSG-SA, and
WAZA! Even for us, it is good to see
things like this, as it reminds us how
much is being accomplished by our
networks and partners, and thereby
gives us some more energy to keep
going. I don’t know how widely Zoo’s
Print is disseminated among CBSG
members, but I will check with Onnie
to see if we should send a notice about
this issue to everyone. I certainly will

To: CBSG Members
We are happy to announce the latest
issue of Zoos’ Print, the publication of
Zoo Outreach Organization. We are
proud that the ZOOS’ PRINT editor and
staff chose to feature CBSG and WAZA,
in this first electronic issue of the
magazine. You will find Zoos Print at:
http://www.zoosprint.org/
ZooPrintMagazine/2011/January/
ZPM_Jan_2011_Full_Magazine.pdf.
ZOOS' PRINT magazine is free and,
now that it is available online, you may
sign up to receive notifications of
future publications by visiting this link:
http://www.zooreachbulkmail.org/?
p=preferences&uid=cdd7d341c12e6cb
2e213b540abcf9b6
Best wishes,
CBSG Office
From: Aaron Bauer
<aaron.bauer@villanova.edu>
Sorry, I did receive the issue and
actually printed it out (I like to keep
hard copy of anything I might actually
need to refer to).
Aaron Bauer
From: Brendan Whittington-jones
<whitjones75@hotmail.com>
Thanks for this. Please keep me on the
list. Very informative for us folks which
try spend plenty of time hiding in the
bush
Brendan
From: Ashis Kumar Mohanty
<ashisanjali@gmail.com>
Thanks for keeping every thing
running. Congrats for the
successful endeavor. I am out of
station at present. I will send my
comments after I return most likely
with an article on snake (Cobra).
Dr Ashis Kumar Mohanty
Professor Zoology, OUAT, Bhubaneswar
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From: Shital Kumar Nath
<smati71@yahoo.com>

From: V.B. Hosgoudar
<vbhosagoudar@rediffmail.com>

From: Raveendran N.
<nravi@sakthifinance.com>

The current issue is a very valuable
one. To realize its usefulness, I
forwarded this issue to my other
friends and colleagues.
Shital Kumar Nath, PMAR Associate

It is really amazing to see the photos
and its details in colourful pages. It has
surpassed the black & white hard copy
of the journal. It is an admirable job.
With regards
V.B. Hosgoudar

Congrats to the Zoos team for this
milestone achievement. No question of
awkwardness, the outcome is very
nice. Keep it up.
N Raveendran
General Manager - Enterprise-wide
Solutions, Sakthi Finance Ltd.,
Coimbatore.

From: Alex Rubel
<alex.ruebel@zoo.ch>
I am one of them not realizing what
you have sent and did not open.
Now it's done and I like to congratulate
you to the tremendous effort and
wonderful magazine - now on the web.
It bring Indian conservation to the
world. All the best
Alex Rubel, Director, Zurich Zoo
From: Susan Chan
<akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com>
Yes, I could open it just fine. Looks
great! Will try and get a chance to
read through it when I get the March
issue of AKF finished. Are you working
in PageMaker or InDesign to put it
together? Or perhaps it is coming out
of MS Word—I was just curious. The
photos look great. Imagine this is the
direction AKF will take at some point in
the future.
Susan Chan,
Editor, Animal Keeper’s Forum
From: Gabriele Schwammer
<g.schwammer@zoovienna.at>
Thanks for sending the link of Zoo’s
Print. As always it is excellent done and
very informative. I personally like the
printed version more, because there
are too many digital newsletter, which
are coming in weekly or almost daily
and I prefer to read from a paper more
than from the screen. So I have to
print it out. I totally understand that it
is most cheaper to do that in that style
– but I am a fan of printed literature.
Gaby V. Schwammer Head of Zoo
Education, Vienna Zoo
From: Kevin Caley
<kevin.caley@twycrosszoo.org>
Just to let you know that I have seen
this and have distributed it accordingly.
Yes, I for one read this - some
interesting stuff (although signed up to
the CBSG myself, so aware, but useful
to highlight, obviously). Do always
scan to see what interesting
information may be available.
Kevin Caley, Research and
Conservation Executive
Twycross Zoo

From: Mohan Madwanna
<mohan_madwanna@hotmail.com>
Thanks for sending Zoo's Print January
issue. I was unable to download the
issue earlier. Shall go through the issue
and positively write the comments
Regards
Mohan Madwanna
From: Dr. Feroz Md. Shafiqul Islam
<feroz56@hotmail.com>
It’s excellent and informative. I am
giving a quick comment. I will print
this documented copy and go through
in details and preservation for long
period. No doubt it will help the
conservation personnel of South Asia.
Hope for its future prosperity.
Kind regards
Dr. Feroz
From: Satya Prakash
<spmehra@yahoo.com>
It is greatly appreciated move of ZOO
in direction of saving papers and
sending soft copies of ZOOS' PRINT
Magazine.
My suggestion for further popularization and/or improvement are:
1. Do start creating the other
languages versions also. I along with
my team could volunteer for Hindi
version.... This will not only popularise
the noble cause of ZOO but also open a
route for large section of population to
get involved.
2. Since soft version is now in
circulation, therefore, do provide the
links of the agencies/ NGOs/ individuals etc. contributed/ mentioned in
the magazine so that reader could get
in touch with the concerned authority
directly.
Satya Prakash Mehra, Ph. D.
Managing Director - Rajputana Society
of Natural History (RSNH)

From: Murthy K.L.N.
<klnmurthy25@gmail.com>
Thanks for sending the link. I had seen
the new on-line version of ZOOS' Print
which is very impressive in terms of
both design and content. I sincerely
appreciate the move to completely
shift over to web version.
Murthy.
From: Debnath Palit
<debnath_palit@yahoo.com>
Thank you very much for your mail. I
will certainly disseminate this
attachment for wide circulation. I
would like to inform you that we have
a Post Graduate Department
in Conservation Biology. I will send you
departmental profile within a short
time. We would like to build a
academic relationship with you and
your esteemed organisation. All sorts
of academic exchange and inner
organization networking is the utmost
importance, so I am looking forward
for a positive response.
Dr. Debnath Palit, Assist Prof. Botany
& Head, PG Depart., Conservation
Biology, Durgapur Government College.

From: Kamal Naidu
<mkamalnaidu@hotmail.com>
Thanks I enjoy reading the ZOO’s
PRINT on line for we are saving so
much paper and therefore trees and
therefore our environment
M. Kamal Naidu (IFS, Retd.)
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